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Nowadays, online reservation system has played a significant role in many type of business 
operation. Therefore, to facilitate customer and owner of business where by most of operation 
can be made though online application. Similarly, restaurant business also needs to have online 
reservation system which will able to increase the sale and manage the business operation. By 
having restaurant reservation system the restaurant manager will be able to maximize the space 
and time slot for each customer's reservation. This system also aim to make the managers notice 
or identifies which menu is the most ordered and who is the regular visited customer in which 
period of time. 
An analysis part of the system will be adopted some concept of data mining and CRM 
(Customer relationship Management). By applying these types of concept, it could help the 
restaurant manager to understand their business operation and to help manager to make a better 
future decision. The concept of data mining will customize customer's reservation data and 
report as useful information to the manager to understand the customer's behavior which is the 
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